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Abstract. The paper presents modelling and the process of dynamic model identification of the crankshaft system. At the beginning some information about design, operation and test of crankshaft systems is shown. The next section describes the process of the crank-piston mechanism with a vibration damper modelling and the method of obtaining the motion equation. The last but one section demonstrates some aspects of the process of dynamic model identification. Moreover, tests and numerical simulation are presented. At the end, there is a summary of the whole paper. Conclusions about modelling and identification of the dynamic model of crankshaft systems are shown.
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1. Introduction

The engineers face a difficult task because of current trends in design of modern internal combustion engines and increasingly stricter rules on emissions [1, 2]. It is necessary to design a drive system with a number of detailed assumptions which are often contradictory. The mass reduction of particular elements of the engine is usually the effect of all these activities. In most practical cases, it is associated with a change in the geometry or the use of modern materials in the design process [3, 4].

It is clear that all changes of elements of drive system can change the behaviour of dynamics and statics of a given object. Moreover, it is likely that there may appear a significant change in the spectrum of the whole device [5-7]. Thus, there arises a question about the changes of the spectrum of device vibrations when the constructional changes are introduced. Positive answer gives new possibilities of forming spectral structure of a given machine.

Modification of the vibrational structure, in many cases technical ones, is implemented by the use of a damper of torsional vibrations. It is widely known that such a device is a dynamic vibration eliminator [8-10]. The changes of basic frequencies of vibrations of the whole engine result directly from the principle of working of a damper. However, without a detailed analysis, it is impossible to predict how the spectrum of vibrations will look like after applying a damper of vibrations. Furthermore, in practice, the use of torsional vibration eliminator influences the remaining degrees of freedom because of lateral-torsional coupling. This problem is especially important in the case of car engine crank systems with high power where torsional vibration dampers are often used.

Selection of parameters of such a damper is relatively difficult. As previously noted, it is necessary to make a detailed analysis of a discussed engine, including a chosen technique of vibration elimination. For this purpose, it is important to use a dynamic model (the simplest in this case) of drive system. Unfortunately, due to the multitude of construction details of this type of device, it is not possible to determine all parameters of such a model directly. Of course, it is possible to make an attempt to make a very detailed modelling of the system. However, in practice it usually does not improve the quality of obtained results. In such cases, it is much more convenient to identify the model with a high degree of abstraction rather than analyse a very detailed system of dynamics equations [11, 12].
In classic simplified calculating methods, transverse vibrations of crankshafts and torsional vibrations are analysed independently. It is assumed that the first ones imply torsional vibrations as a whole, the second ones have the influence on the shaft fatigue [13]. Independent calculation of balancing masses and selection of dampers of torsional vibrations is the consequence of such an approach. However, transverse and torsional vibrations are coupled due to geometric nonlinearity of the system [14]. Thus, detailed analysis should be based on nonlinear equations which include these couplings. Such a model is proposed by the authors.

2. Dynamic model of the crank system

Despite its apparent simplicity, the crank system is a mechanism with complicated dynamics. It involves the deformability of all elements of its component, a nonlinear geometry of movement and of a very complex nature of the crankshaft load. Theoretically, the whole should be treated as a set of mutually interacting continuous systems described with distributions of density and stiffness tensor.

It turns out, however, that for the reasons mentioned earlier this solution is not feasible in practice. It is much simpler to present this mechanism as a series of stiff elements (material points or rigid bodies) connected by massless continuous system. The errors resulting from the assumed simplifications will be eliminated in the identification of a dynamic model which is discussed. The analyzed crank system may be presented in the way shown in the Fig. 1.

The following system of generalized coordinates is introduced to the proposed model (Fig. 1 and 2): \( \phi \) – rotation angle of the flywheel of the engine, \( \varphi \) – rotation angle of the disc of the torsional vibration damper, \( h \) – horizontal deformation of the crank, \( v \) – vertical deformation of the crank.

Due to high stiffness of crankshafts used in automotive industry, it is possible to simplify the use of small deformations of the object, and as a result, of the linear elastic model. In such a system the relation between vector of generalized forces and the displacement vector is linear. Moreover, Clapeyron systems theory shows that these relations may be presented as follows:

\[
F_n = k_{nn}u_n + k_{nt}u_t + k_{n\xi}\xi,
\]

\[
F_t = k_{tn}u_n + k_{tt}u_t + k_{t\xi}\xi,
\]

\[
M_\xi = k_{n\xi}u_n + k_{t\xi}u_t + k_{\xi\xi}\xi,
\]

or more generally:

\[
F = Ku.
\]
The coefficients \( k_{ij} \) of stiffness matrix \( K \) describe the relation between particular loads and displacements of the whole system. If there is not any influence of displacement on force, the coefficient connected with this degree of freedom will be zero. Theoretical considerations show that dependencies in the considered segment of crank system Eqs. (1)-(4) will simplify. There is not an influence of each load on displacements in this structure. In this case, normal force (acting in the plane of the crank) only bends the structure and tangential load (which is perpendicular to plane of the crank) causes only transversal displacements and torsion of the system. Due to this fact, some elements of stiffness matrix will be zero for the assumed system of forces and moments:

\[
k_{nt} = k_{n\zeta} = 0. \tag{5}
\]

The interaction of gas forces and piston inertia in the assumed model of crank system is shown as a system of forces affecting the crank.

The general form of the equations of motion of the crank system with a torsional vibration damper.

The previous considerations show that a seemingly simple mechanism, which is the crank system, is characterized by a very complicated mechanical structure. The main cause for this, is strongly nonlinear geometry of motion of individual elements of a discussed object. Obviously, obtaining equations of motion of this system is not simple, especially with the use of balance methods (vector methods). It is much more convenient to use formalisms of analytical mechanics, such as Lagrange or Hamilton formalism. The experience shows that in the case of mechanical systems with holonomic constraints (in the analysed problem all constraints are geometric) the Lagrange equations of second kind are very effective.

The formalism of Lagrange equations is based on the analysis of the system and total kinetic and potential energy. This is especially convenient because of the simplicity in determining mechanical quantities. Having calculated the individual parts of Lagrange formalism, the following equations of motion of the analysed crank system are obtained:

\[
(l_{red} + m_{wk} R^2) \ddot{\Phi} - m_{wk} \dot{h} \sin \Phi + m_{wk} \dot{v} \cos \Phi + k_{nn}(h \cos \Phi + v \sin \Phi)(v \cos \Phi - h \sin \Phi) \\
+ \left(k_{\tau\tau}(h \sin \Phi - v \cos \Phi) + k_{n\zeta}(\Phi - \phi)\right)(h \cos \Phi + v \sin \Phi) \\
- \left(k_{\tau\zeta}(x \sin \Phi - y \cos \Phi) + k_{n\zeta}(\Phi - \phi)\right) = M_{N}(\Phi), \tag{6}
\]

\[
m_{wk} \dot{h} - m_{wk} R \sin \Phi \dot{\Phi} - m_{wk} R \cos \Phi \phi^2 + k_{nn}(h \cos \Phi + v \sin \Phi)\cos \Phi \\
+ \left(k_{\tau\tau}(h \sin \Phi - v \cos \Phi) + k_{n\zeta}(\Phi - \phi)\right) \sin \Phi = P_{h}(\Phi), \tag{7}
\]

\[
m_{wk} \dot{v} + m_{wk} R \cos \Phi \dot{\Phi} - m_{wk} R \sin \Phi \dot{\Phi}^2 + k_{nn}(h \cos \Phi + v \sin \Phi)\sin \Phi \\
- \left(k_{\tau\tau}(h \sin \Phi - v \cos \Phi) + k_{n\zeta}(\Phi - \phi)\right) \cos \Phi = P_{v}(\Phi), \tag{8}
\]

\[
l_{\tau\Phi} + k_{n\zeta}(h \sin \Phi - v \cos \Phi) + k_{n\zeta}(\Phi - \phi) + = - f_{\Phi}^{res}(\Phi), \tag{9}
\]

\[
I_{\Phi} = f_{\Phi}^{res}(\Phi). \tag{10}
\]

It is more convenient to use matrix notation to represent considered equations system Eqs. (6)-(10), of analyzed case. After some transformations, its matrix form is as follows:

\[
M(\Phi) \ddot{\Phi} + K(\Phi) \Phi = G(\Phi, \dot{\Phi}) + F(U, t) - f_{\Phi}^{res}(\Phi), \tag{11}
\]

\[
I \cdot \dot{\Phi} = f_{\Phi}^{res}(\Phi), \tag{12}
\]

\[
M(\Phi) = \begin{bmatrix}
l_{red} + m_{wk} R^2 & -m_{wk} R \sin \Phi & m_{wk} R \cos \Phi & 0 \\
-m_{wk} R \sin \Phi & m_{wk} & 0 & 0 \\
m_{wk} R \cos \Phi & 0 & m_{wk} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & l_{\tau\Phi}
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{13}
\]

### 3. Torsional vibration damper modelling

Most of torsional vibration dampers in practical technical applications may be modelled as multi body system. It is a system of rigid bodies which are connected by massless deformable connectors like springs or dampers. Considered system will be a dynamic eliminator of vibrations, in this case. It means that described dampers increase the number of degrees of freedom of the system. TVD is an additional inertia element connected with the crankshaft by elastic connector. The changes in number of inertial elements lead to the change of free vibration frequencies (eigenvalues) and modes of oscillations, in the case of whole system vibrations. It means that after applying a considered dynamic eliminator, the critical speeds of engine will change. Due to this fact, the vibrations of the whole power unit will be different. Moreover, it is possible that the total amplitude of vibrations decreases for some values of damper parameters. Eq. (10) describes motion of this system. It is obvious that the form of this equation depends on the type of a damper. The simplest solution is composed of disk and elastic connector, which is presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

![Fig. 3. Crankshaft pulley with torsional vibration damper. 1 – hub, 2 – torsional spring, 3 – flywheel of damper [17]](image1)

![Fig. 4. The structural model of the torsional vibration damper. 1 – hub, 2 – torsional spring, 3 – flywheel of damper](image2)

The dynamic model Eqs. (15)-(16) of presented system (Fig. 4), can be described by the following differential equations system:

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{hub}\ddot{\Phi}_1 + k_{fly}(\Phi_1 - \Phi_2) &= M_r(t), \\
I_{fly}\dot{\Phi}_2 - k_{fly}(\Phi_1 - \Phi_2) &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]  

where: $I_{hub}$ – mass moment of inertia of the hub, $I_{fly}$ – mass moment of inertia of damper flywheel, $k_{fly}$ – stiffness of elastic connector (torsional spring), $M_r(t)$ – the reaction moment of the crankshaft.

Fig. 5 illustrates a more complex system was it is an example of wideband torsional vibration...
damper which increases the number of DOF of the system by 2.

\[ M_r(t) \]

Fig. 5. The structural model of the widerange damper of torsional vibration. 1 – hub, 2 – torsional spring, 
3 – flywheel of damper, 4 – torsional spring of second flywheel, 5 – second flywheel

Damper of this type (Fig. 5) has the following mathematical description:

\[ I_{hub}\Phi_1 + k_{fly}(\Phi_1 - \Phi_2) = M_r(t), \quad (17) \]
\[ I_{fly}\Phi_1 - k_{fly}(\Phi_1 - \Phi_2) + k_{2fly}(\Phi_2 - \Phi_3) = 0, \quad (18) \]
\[ I_{2fly}\Phi_1 - k_{2fly}(\Phi_2 - \Phi_3) = 0, \quad (19) \]

where: \( I_{2fly} \) – mass moment of inertia of the a second flywheel of damper, \( k_{2fly} \) – stiffness of the 
esthetic connector of the second degree (torsional spring).

4. Modelled engine and experimental results

The examined object was Volkswagen Passat with 3.6 V6 FSI engine. It is spark ignition power 
unit with factory fitted torsional vibration damper. The investigated car on the chassis dynamometer with measurement system was shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Fig. 6. Examined VW Passat engine 
of with mounted sensors

Fig. 7. Engine chamber and used sensors. 1 – three-axis 
accelerometer, 2 – heads of laser vibrometers

The vibrations accelerations of the head of investigated engine were measured with sampling rate which equals 32 kHz. There was used Brüel & Kjær three-axis accelerometer (Fig. 7). Sensor 
was mounted according to piston movement direction. Sample time plot of measured accelerations of vibration was shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Moreover, there were two Polytec laser vibrometers for future analysis. The results of these measurements were not used in the process of model identification. The test was done for 
accelerating and decelerating of the examined object. Based on recorded signals there was made
Fourier analysis. For this purpose, the Hanning window and FFT algorithm were used.

5. The problem of identifying a dynamic model

The model of dynamics of the crankset may illustrate the dynamics of a real crank system [4]. It happens under the condition of precise determining its particular parameters. There does not exist the possibility of direct measurement of unknown quantities because of the simplifications used in the model. Therefore, such a model would be worthless in structural or diagnostic applications. The only effective method to enforce the compliance of theoretical and experimental results is the identification of a dynamic model [18]. The parametric identification (one in which the structure of the model is precisely determined) can be defined as follows:

\[
j(t, z_i) - S_t\{w_{exp}(t)\} \leq \delta,
\]

(20)

where: \(w(t, z_i)\) – a model solution, \(z_i\) – decision variables selected from the model parameters, \(S_t\{\}\) – the selection operator in time domain (operator of time window and filtering/averaging), \(\delta\) – permissible total error of identification process.

The decision variables should be chosen arbitrarily from the set of a model parameters. These parameters depend on each particular case of identification problem. In many cases it is convenient to choose decision variables as parameters of the system which are difficult to measure e.g. reduced stiffness or effective Young’s modulus. In this case, coefficients of crankshaft stiffness and the amplitude of extortion of gas force working in the system were chosen as decision variables.

The use of selection operator in time domain \(S_t\{\}\) is necessary because of the existence of additional information present in the measurement, which is not connected with the identified model. Selection operator can be compared to the filter but in time domain. It is very difficult to analyse signals like vibration from Figs. 8 or 9. It is connected with their complicated structure in time domain. For constant value of rotational speed of the engine the considered quantity is periodic. Due to this fact, it is more convenient to analyse measured vibrations of the engine head in frequency domain. The transformation of Eq. (21) is possible:

\[
W(f, z_i) - S_f\{w_{exp}(t)\} = \Psi + \Phi \leq \Delta,
\]

(21)

where: \(F\{\}\) – Fourier transformation, \(\Delta\) – permissible total error of identification process in frequency domain, \(\Psi\) – measurement noise, \(\Phi\) – error of the model simplification (mismatch of the model to the real object), \(W(f, z_i) = F[w(t, z_i)]\) – the result of the experiment in frequency domain, \(S_f\{\}\) – selection and averaging operator in frequency domain.

Dependencies Eqs. (21) and (22) make no sense without defining the relevant metrics. It is convenient to define the distance in frequency domain in the following way:
\[ \rho(X(f), Y(f)) = \bigwedge_{f_i \in \Omega} ||X(f_i)| - |Y(f_i)||, \]

where: \( \Omega \) – a set of the main frequencies of excitation force, assuming the selection of the operator and averaging which filters the noise and irrelevant elements in the frequency range \( 0 < f < 250 \) Hz.

Function \( \rho(\cdot, \cdot) \) had to be introduced for the purpose of comparing the measured signals with the results of modelling.

In order to define the set of main frequencies of the excitation force it is necessary to make some preliminary analysis. Based on the results of Fourier transformation of the measured signals it is possible to select \( n \) first harmonics of angular velocity in considered frequency range. It is a demanded set of driving forces.

The displacements of vertical vibrations of the engine body measure with the first cylinder were chosen as the observed course. Assuming that the body has high stiffness, its vibrations correspond to shaft vibrations in the plane of the crank. It should be emphasized that observed vibrations can be at most linearly scaled due to the way of their propagation (transmittance between bearing and measured point). Finding this frequency response function comes down to scaling the “mechanical” part of the measurement path and is a separate task. In the works [11] and [19] it is demonstrated that this is not a necessary assumption of linearity of the transfer function. The inevitable error is compensated by finding the value of decision variables \( (k_{nn}, k_{\tau \tau}, k_{\xi \xi}, k_{\theta \xi}) \) which are not “real” coefficients, but retain the correctness of the model. In the considered case there were five decision variables: maximum amplitude of excitation \( A \) (amplitudes of each harmonics related to maximum value were taken directly from decomposition of the tangential force) and stiffness coefficients \( (k_{nn}, k_{\tau \tau}, k_{\xi \xi}, k_{\tau \xi}) \) from \( K \). They have the following limits: \( A = 5-15 \), \( k_{nn} = 2 \cdot 10^2-1 \cdot 10^5 \), \( k_{\tau \tau} = 2 \cdot 10^2-1 \cdot 10^5 \), \( k_{\xi \xi} = 2 \cdot 10^2-1 \cdot 10^5 \), \( k_{\tau \xi} = 2 \cdot 10^2-1 \cdot 10^5 \).

Making a comparison of theoretical solution (Fig. 11) with the results of experiments (Fig. 12), the unknown parameters of the discussed system in the process of parametric identification are designated.

![Fig. 10. The registered spectrum of transverse vibration accelerations of the body of a car engine before using the selection operator](image-url)

The values of decision variables in the identification process were determined with the Monte Carlo method until the compliance of the results was obtained at the assumed level. The difference between numerical computation and experiments was less than permissible total error of identification process:

\[ \rho \leq \delta = 0.1 \cdot \max X(f), \]

assuming the compliance of basic element on the level of spectral resolution.

As the results of simulations show (Fig. 12) the proposed model is identifiable in the set of
physically acceptable parameters of the system. This means that its vibrational response will be consistent (for a given level of accuracy) with experimental results.

There is a comparison between unidentified and identified model in the Figs. 13 and 14. Figures show that the change of values of model parameters causes significant differences in simulation results. Due to this fact, it is necessary to make identification process of a dynamic model. Even a proper modelling procedure can give wrong results, if the parameters of the system are not correct.

The model which was previously “tuned” can be effectively used for further analysis of the dynamics of currently used engines, their design/modification and for further selection of accessories.

6. Conclusions

It is difficult to model the crank system dynamics. The main problem is connected with the “accuracy” of the model. It is possible to make a complicated model, but it will be very difficult to analyse. Simple model is easier to solve and further analysis. That is why, described approaches were shown. Of course, it is easier to identify individual elements of the system for more advanced modelling, but complex model does not guarantee that results will be consistent with experiments. For simplified models with a high level of abstraction such a process may not be directly feasible. For this reason, it is necessary to make an identification process of a dynamic model. However, the results obtained from the simple identified model will be corresponding to real object.

The paper shows the numerical solution of the proposed model and the results of experiments for the real engine. Moreover, it describes details of the "tuning" process of the considered system of equations.

Coupling of angular and lateral oscillations which is present in the model is the reason for a complicated frequency structure of the analysed object. Furthermore, it is possible to use this phenomenon in practical applications.

The proposition of model identified on the basis of experiments may serve as an important tool in the design process of systems eliminating vibrations and the measurements of engine vibrations. It can also be a valuable source of diagnostic information about the technical condition of piston engines, in particular, torsional vibration dampers [20-25]. The phenomenon of vibration coupling in the crankshaft transfers oscillations between angular and transversal displacements. It means that any change of the dynamics of torsional vibrations causes response of bending vibrations. Moreover, application of any additional elements for the purpose of torsional vibrations eliminating (e.g. TVD) will be visible in transversal dynamics. It has practical meaning because it allows for an influence on bending vibration structure of the engine by torsional oscillation. There is an additional advantage, it is possible to measure angular vibrations of the crankshaft by observing displacements of the engine body.
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